This paper deals with WF-net based modeling and verification of interorganizational workflows (interworkflows for short) based on the protocol of WfMC. In the protocol, there are three patterns of interoperability: Chained, Nested, and Parallel synchronized; and an interworkflow is constructed by using those interoperability patterns. We first give a WF-net based modeling method. In this modeling method, the three interoperability patterns are respectively expressed in terms of WF-nets. They enable us to model a given interworkflow as a WF-net by connecting WFnets representing its constituent workflows. We also indicate that if free choice WF-nets are connected by means of any combination of the three patterns then the resultant WF-net is asymmetric choice. Next we discuss verification of WF-nets obtained through the modeling method. Intuitively, a WF-net is said to be sound if, for any case, the initial state is always transformed to the final state. Unfortunately, even if every constituent WF-net is sound FC, the resultant WF-net is not always sound. We give a sufficient condition of non-soundness checkable in polynomial time. We also show that if they are connected by only the Nested pattern then the resultant WF-net is sound.
Introduction
Information technologies such as Electronic Data Interchange, the Internet, and the World Wide Web enable two or more organizations to participate in a shared workflow. The rise of E-commerce, virtual organizations, and extended enterprises highlights the fact that more and more workflows are crossing organizational boundaries [1] . This paper focuses on interorganizational workflows (interworkflows for short). The Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC), an international standardization organization of workflow management systems, has given a protocol of interworkflows. In the protocol, there are three patterns of interoperability: Chained, Nested, and Parallel synchronized; and an interworkflow is constructed by using those interoperability patterns.
As Petri nets [2] representing workflows, van der Aalst et al. [3] have proposed workflow nets (WF-nets for short). † † The author is with Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd., Tokyo, 162-8001 Japan.
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A WF-net has a single initial state and a single final state.
The most important property of WF-nets is soundness. Intuitively, a WF-net is said to be sound if, for any case, the initial state is always transformed to the final state. The WfMC has used task graphs to model interworkflows. So do Katsumata et al. [4] . Some researchers [5] - [7] have used WF-nets to model interworkflows, but they have not taken the WfMC protocol into consideration. As for interworkflows based on the WfMC protocol, no WFnet based modeling method has been proposed. To make matters worse, a WF-net based on the WfMC protocol is not always sound, even if each of its constituent WF-nets is sound. Since task graphs cannot represent states of an interworkflow, it is difficult to verify properties about the states, including soundness. Van der Aalst et al. have proposed a verification method of soundness for free choice WF-nets. Unfortunately, a WF-net based on the WfMC protocol may not be free choice, even if every constituent WF-net is free choice. Therefore it is very important to propose a verification method of soundness for WF-nets based on the WfMC protocol.
In this paper, we first give a WF-net based modeling method of interworkflows based on the WfMC protocol. In this modeling method, the three interoperability patterns are expressed in terms of WF-nets. They enable us to model a given interworkflow as a WF-net by connecting WF-nets representing its constituent workflows. We also discuss what class the WF-nets representing interworkflows based on the WfMC protocol is. Next we investigate soundness of each subclass. Finally we show an example of verification of soundness.
Preliminary
This section introduces the definition and properties of WFnets:
(1) WF-nets WF-nets are Petri nets representing workflows. The formal definition of WF-nets is given as follows:
Definition 1 (WF-nets [3]): A Petri net N=(P, T, A)
* is a WF-net iff (i) N has a single source place p I , i.e.
• p I =φ and ∀p∈P−{p I }:
• p φ, and a single sink place 
. Let x be a place or a transition.
• x and x • are defined as
• x={y|(y, x)∈A} and x • ={y|(x, y) ∈A}, respectively. Subclasses of WF-nets are as follows:
It is known that most practical workflows can be modeled as FCWF-nets [3] .
(2) Soundness Soundness is a correctness criterion defined for WF-nets. Intuitively, a WF-net N is said to be sound iff, for any case, the initial state is transformed to the final state, and N has no dead transitions. The formal definition of soundness is given as follows:
Definition 2 (Soundness [3] ): A WF-net N is said to be sound iff
Soundness of a given WF-net N coincides with liveness and boundedness of N. This property enables us to apply Petri net techniques to soundness verification.
WF-Net Based Modeling Method of Interworkflows
In this section, we give a WF-net based modeling method for interworkflows based on the WfMC protocol. In the protocol, there are three patterns of interoperability: Chained, Nested, and Parallel synchronized; and an interworkflow is constructed by using those interoperability patterns. The three interoperability patterns are as follows [8] :
Chained pattern: A workflow deputes subsequent activities to another workflow, and terminates. Nested pattern: A workflow invokes another workflow as a subprocess specializing in a particular activity, and waits for the invoked workflow to return results. Parallel synchronized pattern: A workflow runs parallel with another workflow, but they synchronize at specified pairs of activities, i.e. having reached a specified activity, a workflow waits for the other to reach the corresponding activity.
We express those patterns in terms of WF-nets.
(1 pre (∈T A ) be the transition representing the activity followed by the subsequent activities. The resultant interworkflow can be modeled as the following WF-net N=(P, T, A).
The firing of t transfer triggers that N A deputes the subsequent activities after t transfer to N B . Figure 2 shows an example of the Chained pattern. The WF-net is obtained by connecting N 1 and N 2 , given in (a k , a ) , we can join later parts of the two paths if a j =a . However, if a i =a k , we cannot join former parts of the two paths, because synchronizations should be deterministic. We name the resultant Petri net a synchronization net. It is obviously acyclic conflict-free. Let N A =(P A , T A , A A ) and N B =(P B , T B , A B ) be the WF-nets representing W A and W B , respectively. Let N S =(P S , T S , A S ) be a synchronization net between N A and N B . The resultant interworkflow can be modeled as the following WF-net N=(P, T, A).
The firing of t I triggers the concurrently execution of N A and N B . After both N A and N B terminate, N terminates. Figure 4 shows an example of the Parallel synchronized pattern. The WF-net is obtained by connecting N 1 and N 2 , given in Fig. 1 , via the following synchronization net N 3 =(P 3 , T 3 , A 3 ). In the WfMC protocol, an interworkflow is constructed by using the three interoperability patterns. Therefore, the above WF-net based interoperability patterns enable us to model a given interworkflow as a WF-net by connecting WF-nets representing its constituent workflows.
Class of WF-Nets Representing Interworkflows
In this section, we discuss what class the WF-nets representing interworkflows based on the WfMC protocol is. As stated before, it is known that most practical workflows can be modeled as FCWF-nets. If two FCWF-nets are connected by means of one of the three patterns, we can obtain the following lemma. 
Proof:
(i) We are to show that for any pair of places in the resultant WF-net, those places satisfy the condition of FCWF-nets, i.e. ∀p 1 , p 2 ∈P A ∪P B ∪{p select }:
• =φ. Therefore the condition is satisfied for any pair of places in the resultant WF-net.
(ii) The proof is similar to that of (i). (iii) We are to show that for any pair of places in the resultant WF-net, those places satisfy the condition of ACWF-nets, i.e. 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1.
Q.E.D.
If two or more FCWF-nets are connected by means of any combination of the three interoperability patterns, we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1:
If two or more FCWF-nets are connected by means of any combination of the three interoperability patterns then the resultant WF-net is AC.
Proof:
Given three or more FCWF-nets, we connect the first two FCWF-nets, and then connect the resultant WF-net with the remaining FCWF-nets one by one. From Lemmas 1 and 2, the WF-net obtained finally is AC.
Q.E.D. If two or more FCWF-nets are connected by means of only the Chained and/or the Nested patterns, we can obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1:
If two or more FCWF-nets are connected by means of only the Chained and/or the Nested patterns then the resultant WF-net is FC.
Proof:
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. Q.E.D.
Theorem 1 implies that interworkflows based on the WfMC protocol can be modeled as at most ACWF-nets.
Soundness Verification of WF-Nets Representing Interworkflows
In this section, we discuss soundness of the WF-nets representing interworkflows based on the WfMC protocol. In general, even if every constituent WF-net is sound FC, the resultant WF-net is not always sound.
Special Case: Only Nested Pattern
To begin with, let us consider a special case in which sound FCWF-nets are connected by means of only one pattern. If two sound FCWF-nets are connected by means of only the Nested pattern, the following lemma holds. Proof: It is known that any live and bounded FC net can be reduced into the Petri net composed only of a single selfloop while preserving liveness and boundedness [10] . As shown in Property 1, a WF-net N is sound iff (N, [p I ]) is live and bounded. Therefore any sound FCWF-net can be reduced into the Petri net composed only of a single place while preserving liveness and boundedness.
Let N be the resultant WF-net. Since N B is a sound FCWF-net, the part corresponding to N B in N can be reduced into a single place p 1 Q.E.D. From Lemmas 1 (i) and 3, we can obtain the following theorem immediately.
Theorem 2:
If two or more sound FCWF-nets are connected by means of only the Nested pattern, then the resultant WF-net is sound.
General Case
Let us consider the general case in which FCWF-nets are connected by means of any combination of the three interoperability patterns. As shown in Theorem 1, the resultant WF-net is generally AC. However, as shown in Corollary 1, if (but not only if) FCWF-nets are connected by means of only the Chained and/or the Nested patterns, the resultant WF-net is FC.
(1) Case of FCWF-nets For FCWF-nets, it is known that there exists a necessary and sufficient condition of soundness [9] . The condition is given by the following property. Furthermore it is known that the condition can be checked in polynomial time by using the method given in Ref. [10] . Thus if the WF-net representing an interworkflow based on the WfMC protocol is FC then its soundness can be verified in polynomial time.
(2) Case of ACWF-nets For ACWF-nets, no necessary and sufficient condition of soundness checkable in polynomial time has been proposed. So we propose a sufficient condition of non-soundness checkable in polynomial time.
Property 3:
Let N be an ACWF-net which is not FC. N is not sound if there exist two places p 1 and p 2 and a transition t satisfying the following in N: (ii)
• t = {p 2 }, and (iii) There exists such no directed circuit as include both p 2 and t. Q.E.D. Let us suppose that WF-nets are connected by means of the Parallel synchronized pattern. If the path representing a synchronization is connected to a transition composing a so-called conflict structure, then the resultant WF-net would have such a structure as given in Property 3. We can immediately say from Property 3 that the resultant WF-net is not sound. Meanwhile, if the path representing each synchronization is not connected to transitions composing conflict structures then the resultant WF-net would be FC. Therefore we can say that Property 3 is useful to verify soundness of many WF-nets representing interworkflows based on the WfMC protocol.
Example
We show an example of soundness verification for WF-nets representing interworkflows based on the WfMC protocol. † Let x be a node of a Petri net. The cluster of x, denoted by cluster(x), is the minimal set of nodes such that (i) x∈cluster(x), (ii) if a place p belongs to cluster(x) then p
• ⊆cluster(x), and (iii) if a transition t belongs to cluster(x) then
• t⊆cluster(x). In the example, we use the WF-net obtained by connecting two WF-nets N 4 and N 5 , given in Fig. 5 , by means of the Parallel synchronized pattern. N 4 represents a workflow used in an advertising agency. N 5 represents a workflow used in a publishing company. They are connected via the following synchronization net N 6 =(P 6 , T 6 , A 6 ). 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed WF-net based modeling and verification of interworkflows based on the WfMC protocol.
We first have given a WF-net based modeling method. In the modeling method, the three interoperability patterns are respectively expressed in terms of WF-nets. They enable us to model a given interworkflow as a WF-net by connecting WF-nets representing its constituent workflows. We also have indicated that if FCWF-nets are connected by means of any combination of the three patterns then the resultant WFnet is AC.
Next we have discussed soundness verification for WFnets obtained through the modeling method. We have shown that if sound FCWF-nets are connected by only the Nested pattern then the resultant WF-net is sound. In general, even if every constituent WF-net is sound FC, the resultant WFnet is not always sound. The resultant WF-net may be AC. However, for ACWF-nets, no necessary and sufficient condition of soundness checkable in polynomial time has been proposed. We have given a sufficient condition of nonsoundness checkable in polynomial time. The sufficient condition is useful to verify soundness of many WF-nets representing interworkflows based on the WfMC protocol.
As a future work, we need to polish up the sufficient condition.
